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5O� 6VMZ� ',+'� 3FOFSBM� 1MFDUSJD]T� !31]T"� 8PVJTWJMMF� BQQMJBODF�

QMBOU� EJTDPWFSFE� UIBU� JU� DPVME� OPU� JOTUBMM� B� OFX� QMBTUJD$QBSUT�

MJOF� JO� UJNF� UP� NFFU� 7FOUVDLZ]T� ;DUPCFS� ',+'� DPNQMJBODF�

EFBEMJOF� GPS� FNJTTJPO� DPOUSPM%� >IF� MJOF]T� MBUF� BSSJWBM� NFBOU�

UIBU� 31� DPVME� FJUIFS� SJTL� OPODPNQMJBODF� !BOE� TVCTUBOUJBM�

QFOBMUJFT"� GPS� UXP�ZFBST#�TIVU�EPXO� JUT�PME�NFUBM$QBSUT�DPBU$

JOH� MJOF� XJUI� JUT� IFBWZ� FNJTTJPOT� !BOE� XJUI� MBSHF� QSPEVDUJPO�

MPTTFT"#� PS� CVZ� B�  '%)$NJMMJPO� FNJTTJPOT� JODJOFSBUPS� UIBU�

XPVME� CF�XPSUIMFTT�XIFO� UIF� PME� MJOF�XBT� SFQMBDFE� JO� ',+(%�

5OTUFBE#�31�MFBTFE�TFWFSBM�IVOESFE�UPOT�QFS�ZFBS�PG�FNJTTJPO�

SFEVDUJPOT� UIBU� IBE� QSFWJPVTMZ� CFFO� EFQPTJUFE� CZ� 5OUFSOB$

UJPOBM� 4BSWFTUFS� JO� UIF� 8PVJTWJMMF� [FNJTTJPOT� CBOL%\� 31� QBJE�

 *&#&&&� GPS� JUT� UXP$ZFBS� MFBTF#�BOE�VTFE� UIF� MFBTFE�FNJTTJPO�

SFEVDUJPO� DSFEJUT� UP�NFFU� SFHVMBUPSZ� SFRVJSFNFOUT� PO� UIF� PME�

MJOF%� >IF� USBOTBDUJPO� QSPEVDFE� GBTUFS� DPNQMJBODF#� TBWFE� 31�

NPSF� UIBO�  '%+� NJMMJPO� JO� DBQJUBM� BOE� PQFSBUJOH� DPTUT#� BOE�

QSPEVDFE� IFBMUIJFS� BJS� UIBO� DPOWFOUJPOBM� DPOUSPMT#� TJODF� UIF�

[CBOLFE\� SFEVDUJPOT� DPOUBJOFE� B� UPYJD� DPNQPOFOU� UIBU� DPO$

UJOVFE�FNJTTJPOT�GSPN�31]T�PME�MJOF�EJE�OPU%

>IJT�FNJTTJPOT�USBEF�XBT�NBEF�QPTTJCMF�CZ�UXP�JODFOUJWF$�

CBTFE� SFGPSNT� GJSTU� BMMPXFE#� UIFO�BDUJWFMZ� FODPVSBHFE#�CZ� UIF�

?%=%� 1OWJSPONFOUBM� <SPUFDUJPO� .HFODZ� !1<."-� UIF� /VCCMF�

<PMJDZ�GPS�FYJTUJOH�TPVSDFT�PG�BJS�QPMMVUJPO#�BOE�UIF�1NJTTJPOT�

/BOLJOH� <PMJDZ#� XIJDI� MFUT� FNJUUFST� DSFBUF� TVSQMVT� FNJTTJPO�

SFEVDUJPOT� BOE� TUPSF� PS� [CBOL\� UIFN� GPS� MBUFS� VTF� PS� TBMF%�

>IJT� DIBQUFS� EFTDSJCFT� UIF� FYJTUJOH� SFHVMBUPSZ� TZTUFN#� BOE�

XIZ� QSFWJPVT� QSPQPTBMT� GPS� JODFOUJWF$CBTFE� BMUFSOBUJWFT�

GBJMFE%� 5U� UIFO� TFUT� UIF� TUBHF� GPS� UIFTF� SFGPSNT#� BOE� USBDFT�

CPUI� UIF� TUSBUFHJFT�PG� UIPTF� DIBSHFE�XJUI� JNQMFNFOUJOH� UIFN�

BOE� UIF� TIJGUJOH� BUUJUVEFT#� XJUIJO� BOE� PVUTJEF� UIF� BHFODZ#�

UIBU� JNQMFNFOUBUJPO�FWPLFE%�2JOBMMZ#� JU�PGGFST�TPNF�HVJEFMJOFT�

GPS� TVDDFTTGVM� JNQMFNFOUBUJPO� PG� NBKPS� TVCTUBOUJWF� SFGPSNT�

JO�DPNQMFY�CVSFBVDSBDJFT#�VTJOH�UIF�/VCCMF�<PMJDZ�BT�B�NPEFM%
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8JLF� PUIFS� JODFOUJWFT� BQQSPBDIFT#� UIF� CVCCMF� JOFWJUBCMZ�

JNQMJFE� TUSVDUVSBM� DIBOHFT� JO� UIF� XBZ� SFHVMBUJPOT� BSF� BQ$

QMJFE�BOE�FOGPSDFE%�>IFTF�JNQMJDBUJPOT�FWPLFE�NBTTJWF�SFTJT$

UBODF� GSPN� UIF� BHFODZ]T� .JS� <SPHSBNT� BOE� 1OGPSDFNFOU� PG$

GJDFT�XJUI�MBSHF�JOWFTUNFOUT�JO�UIF�TUBUVT�RVP#�EJSFDU�BDDPVOU$

BCJMJUZ� UP� TVTQJDJPVT� FOWJSPONFOUBMJTUT#� BOE� QFSTQFDUJWFT�

GPSNFE� CZ� QBTU� EFBMJOHT� XJUI� SFDBMDJUSBOUT%� AIFO� UIFJS� WFUP�

FGGPSUT� GBJMFE#� UIFTF� PGGJDFT� BUUFNQUFE� UP� VTF� QPUFOUJBM� CVCCMF�

TBWJOHT� BT� B� MFWFS� UP� GPSDF� BQQMJDBOUT� UP� DPSSFDU� MBSHFS� QSP$

HSBN� EFGFDUT%� ;ODF� UIF� BHFODZ� XBT� GJSNMZ� DPNNJUUFE� UP� UIF�

QPMJDZ#� IPXFWFS#� JU� BMTP� IBE� UP� NBLF� UIF� QPMJDZ� XPSL%� >IBU�

DPNNJUNFOU� FWFOUVBMMZ� DPNQFMMFE� BHFODZ� DIBOHF� PO� NPSF�

GVOEBNFOUBM� JTTVFT%� >IPTF� DIBOHFT� GPSDFE� 1<.� UP� CFDPNF� B�

NBOBHFS� BVEJUJOH� TUBUF� QSPHSBNT� SBUIFS� UIBO� B� EJSFDU�

SFHVMBUPS� JOWPMWFE� JO� FWFSZ� DBTF#� MBZJOH� UIF� CBTJT� GPS� TUJMM�

CSPBEFS�SFGPSNT%
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>IF� EFDBEF$MPOH� EFCBUF� PWFS� UIF� SFMBUJWF� NFSJUT� PG� FNJTTJPO�

GFFT� BOE� NBSLFUBCMF� QFSNJUT� IBT� MBSHFMZ� JHOPSFE� UIF� GBDU�

UIBU� "�!$ �#� BQQFBST� XPSLBCMF#� HJWFO� UIF� SFBM$XPSME� DPO$
TUSBJOUT� VOEFS� XIJDI� BJS� QPMMVUJPO� QSPHSBNT� NVTU� PQFSBUF%�

/PUI� BQQSPBDIFT� XPVME� SFQMBDF� EJSFDU� �DPNNBOE$BOE$�

DPOUSPM\� SFHVMBUJPO#� XJUI� GFFT� TFUUJOH� B� NBSLFU$DMFBSJOH� QSJDF�

QFS� VOJU� PG� QPMMVUJPO� PS� QFSNJUT� TFUUJOH� B� UPUBM� QPMMVUJPO�

BNPVOU%� /PUI� BQQSPBDIFT� XPVME� UIFPSFUJDBMMZ� QSPEVDF� UIF�

EFTJSFE� MFWFM� PG� BNCJFOU� BJS� RVBMJUZ� GPS� UIF� MFBTU� DPTU%� /PUI�

QSPNJTF� TUSFBNMJOFE� FOGPSDFNFOU#� DPOUJOVPVT� JODFOUJWFT� GPS�

CFUUFS� WPMVOUBSZ� DPOUSPM� CZ� FNJUUJOH� TPVSDFT#� BOE� HPWFSO$

NFOU� BCJMJUZ� UP� SFTQPOE� UP� OFX� LOPXMFEHF� XJUIPVU� DVNCFS$

TPNF�DBTF$CZ$DBTF�SVMF�NBLJOH%�1BDI�TQSBOH�GSPN�B�DPOWJD$

UJPO� UIBU� QPMMVUJPO� DPOUSPM� TIPVME� GPDVT� PO� SFTVMUT� !IFBMUIZ�

BJS"�SBUIFS�UIBO�PO�DPNQMJBODF�XJUI�EFUBJMFE�SFRVJSFNFOUT%
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Each was rooted in the belief that emission standards entail 
enormous unneceSS!D.ry control costs, that "technology
forcing" requirements tend to freeze rather than promote in 
novative control technology, and t h at a n im:entive€ approach 
could cut these costs by harness ing industry 's s upe
rior knowledge of local opportunities for equivalent emission 
contrnl. 

Under either approach, the profit motive of r egulated 
fi r ms would be put to work [or (rather t han agaiw:lt.) pollu
tion control. Innumerable variations in control opportunities 
that cen tralized agem:ies cannot take into account would 
effectively be incorporated. Companies would be ahle Lo plan 
how much to control and how much to allocate for permits or 
fees, secure in the knowledge that feeg could be paid or per· 
mits boughl l!' control efforts tliJ not work as Vla ll ned. Hard· 
pressed stote agencies would only be r equired to monitor a 
plant's emissions and determine if i t paid enough fees or h eld 
enough permits to cover them. Decisions about control 
methods would ultimately rest with plant managers, who 
know best how to reach stated goals. 

Unfortunalc ly, these scenarios generally overlooked the 
mechanism!:! by whic h their results would ahlO have t o be ob
tained. Under the Clean Air Act's bewildf!ri ng flrl"ay of 
acronyms, EPA was charged with setting (a) hea lth -based 
maximum Ilmbient conccn trfltion standards for specified 
"c riteria" pollutants. os well as (b) nationwide technology
based emission limits for certain categories of major new sta
tionary sources or modifications {the New Source Perfor
mance Standards [NSPSl) , and (c) still more stringent limits 
for all major !lew so urceJo\ in areas that. met or did not meet 
the ambient standards, respectively,l But the states .... "Cr c re 
sponsible for designing EPA-approvable state implementa
tion plans (SIPs) to assure that ambient standards were "at· 
t ained :.t nd mai nt aioed" through control of exiJlting sources, 
tlud were required to do so by compiling a quantified inve n
tory of all emitt ing sources in their ''nonattainment'' areas, 
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BY�RELATING�THOSE�EMISSIONS�TO�AMBIENT�VIOLATIONS!�AND�BY�IM"

POSING�SOURCE"�OR�PROCESS"SPECIFIC�CONTROL�REQUIREMENTS�SUFFI"

CIENT�TO�MAKE�THOSE�VIOLATIONS�DISAPPEAR#

=HERE�WERE�SOME�FACIALLY�GOOD�REASONS�FOR�THIS�APPROACH!�

INCLUDING� THE� STATES^� LONG� �IF� SPOTTY � HISTORY� OF� DIRECT� AIR�

POLLUTION� REGULATION!� A� DESIRE� TO� PREVENT� THE� FLIGHT� OF� NEW�

PLANTS�TO�\POLLUTION�HAVENS!]�AND�STRONG�CONGRESSIONAL�BELIEF�

THAT� NEW� SOURCES� SHOULD� BE� STRINGENTLY� CONTROLLED� AT� THE�

DESIGN�STAGE#�0UT�THE�APPROACH�POSED�CRITICAL�IMPLEMENTATION�

PROBLEMS�FOR�ANY�INCENTIVE"BASED�ALTERNATIVE#�=HE�1LEAN�/IR�

/CT� IMPLIED� UNIFORM� MAXIMUM� POLLUTANT� CONCENTRATIONS!�

ABOVE�WHICH� ADVERSE� HEALTH� EFFECTS�WOULD� OCCUR!� FOR� EVERY�

CUBIC�METER�OF�AIR�THROUGHOUT�THE�NATION#�6T�ASSUMED�SPECIFIC�

AIR�QUALITY�EFFECTS� FROM�EACH�REQUIRED�SET�OF�CONTROLS!�BASED�

ON�MATHEMATICAL�DISPERSION�MODELS�DESIGNED�TO�RELATE�EMIS"

SIONS� FROM�PARTICULAR�PLANTS� TO�AMBIENT�POLLUTANT� LEVELS#� 6T�

RELIED� HEAVILY� ON� GOVERNMENT� ENGINEERING� EXPERTISE� AND�

STANDARDIZED� END"OF"PIPE� CONTROL� TECHNOLOGY!� BOTH� FOR�

ECONOMIES�OF�SCALE�IN�SETTING�EMISSION�LIMITS�AND�FOR�EASE�OF�

ENFORCING� THEM#� 6T� CONTAINED� SHORT� DEADLINES� BACKED� BY�

SEVERE� PENALTIES� FOR� <6;� SUBMITTAL� AND� APPROVAL!� FOR� IN"

DUSTRIAL� COMPLIANCE�WITH�EMISSION� LIMITS!�AND�FOR�AREAWIDE�

ATTAINMENT�OF�AMBIENT�LIMITS#�6T�IMPLIED�FURTHER�CONTROL�IF�THE�

<6;� WAS� NOT� ENOUGH� TO� ATTAIN� AMBIENT� AIR� STANDARDS#� 6T�

SEEMED�TO�REQUIRE�EVERY�CHANGE�IN�EMISSION�LIMITS�TO�BE�PRO"

CESSED�AS�AN�INDIVIDUAL�<6;�REVISION!�ENTAILING�NOTICE!�COM"

MENT!�HEARING!�AND�REVIEW�AT�BOTH�STATE�AND�FEDERAL�LEVELS#

4IVEN� THESE� BOUNDARIES!� HOW� COULD� ANY� INCENTIVES� AP"

PROACH� LET� PLANT� MANAGERS� MAKE� \ECONOMICALLY� RATIONAL]�

DECISIONS�TO�PAY� FEES�OR�BUY�PERMITS� INSTEAD�OF� INSTALL�CON"

TROLS!�WHERE�THE�CHANGE�IN�EMISSIONS�MIGHT�CAUSE�NEW�AM"

BIENT�VIOLATIONS�BECAUSE�THE�LOCATION�OF�THOSE�EMISSIONS�WAS�

CRITICAL.�@HAT�PLANT�MANAGER�WOULD�RISK�THE�UNCERTAINTIES�OF�

AN� UNTESTED� CONTROL� STRATEGY!� FACED�WITH� SHORT� COMPLIANCE�

DEADLINES� AND� THE� DANGER� THAT� SUCCESS� MIGHT� BECOME� A�

REGULATORY�REQUIREMENT.�/BSENT�CONTINUOUS�EMISSIONS�MONI"
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tors (which often were technologically infeasible), how could 
fees or permits be enforced without simultaneous tests of 
every stack or vent in a plant - a strategy that was itself 
unenforceable?} 

If these problems were arguments for changing the legal 
framework to accommodate new approaches, they were also 
evidence of how much that framework would have to change. 
And beyond them lay other implementation issues. How 
would short-staffed state agencies acquire and use the 
detailed knowledge of potential industry cost curves needed 
to set emission fees that would not drastically overcontrol or 
undercontrol? How would they adjust fees that their legis
latures would see as taxes and would insist on setting legis
latively? How would they administer different fees for each 
geographic area where the level of pollution (and required 
cleanup) differed? Most important, how could they credibly 
enforce fees, which required both accurate measurement 
across the whole emissions spectrum (rather than a narrow 
band around a standard) and audits of every source obliged 
to pay a fee? 

Permits offered more environmental certainty because 
they could set the total pollution amount. But if inventories 
had to be redone across the board to detennine this total, no 
state would adopt permits. Assuming this hurdle was passed, 
how would permits be allocated? Grandfathering them to ex
isting fIrms based on historical emissions would grant an 
economic windfall and might discourage geographic entry by 
new competitors. Auctioning them would entail huge pay
ments to continue established production activities. Most im
portant. the efficiency of permits rested on an easily used 
market in which firms could control up to the permit price, 
then sell excess permits to those whose control costs were 
much higher. How would states screen sales for ambient 
effects, assure that the same permits were not sold twice, 
and allow smooth permit transfers without prohibitive trans
action costs? 
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:VERHANGING�THESE�ISSUES�WAS�THE�STARK�FACT�THAT�NO�MAJOR�

INTEREST�GROUP�WANTED�A�WHOLESALE�SHIFT�TO�INCENTIVES#�3OR�IN"

DUSTRY!�PERMITS�AND� FEES�POSED� INCREASED�UNCERTAINTY!�PLUS�

DOUBLE�PAYMENTS�FOR�CONTROL�AND�THE�REFORM#�3OR�LARGE�FIRMS�

WITH� ESTABLISHED� ENVIRONMENTAL� STAFFS[THE� ONLY� INDUSTRY�

VOICE� USUALLY� HEARD� IN�@ASHINGTON� ON� AIR� POLLUTION�MAT"

TERS[CURRENT� PROBLEMS�WERE�MINOR� ANNOYANCES� COMPARED�

TO�THE�INVESTMENT�NEEDED�TO�LEARN�A�WHOLLY�NEW�SYSTEM#�=HEY�

HAD� SPENT� YEARS� LEARNING� TO� DEAL�WITH� THE� OLD� SYSTEM� AND�

COULD� EASILY� MEET� MOST� TECHNOLOGY� REQUIREMENTS#� 6NDEED!�

THEY�HAD�DISCOVERED� THAT�UNIFORM� TECHNOLOGY�REQUIREMENTS�

COULD�INCREASE�THEIR�MARKET�SHARES#&�=HEY�WOULD�STICK�WITH�

THE�DEVIL�THEY�KNEW#�3OR�STATE�AIR�AGENCIES!�PERMITS�AND�FEES�

REPRESENTED�HUGE�RESTAFFING�AND�REEDUCATION�INVESTMENTS�FOR�

POTENTIALLY� UNCERTAIN� GAINS#� 3OR� NATIONAL� ENVIRONMENTAL�

GROUPS[MANY�OF�WHOSE� LEADERS�HAD�BEEN� TRAINED� IN� EARLY!�

BRUISING�COMPLIANCE�BATTLES�WITH�;ENNSYLVANIA�STEEL�MILLS[�

MARKET"BASED�INCENTIVES�EVOKED�BOTH�ENFORCEMENT�LOOPHOLES�

AND�THE�SHIBBOLETH�OF�A�\LICENSE�TO�POLLUTE]�UNDER�WHICH�FIRMS�

COULD�SIMPLY�PAY�TO�KEEP�EMITTING#�=HESE�GROUPS�HAD�HELPED�

DRAFT� THE�1LEAN�/IR�/CT�NOT�MERELY�TO� CLEAN�THE�AIR!�BUT�TO�

PUNISH,� TO� FORCE� FIRMS� THAT� FOR� DECADES� HAD� USED� THE� AT"

MOSPHERE�AS�A�FREE�DUMP�TO�PAY�THE�MAXIMUM�AMOUNT� FOR�

PAST�SINS#

6N�SHORT!�PROPOSALS�FOR�PERMITS�OR�FEES�THREATENED�TO�EXPOSE�

THE� GROSS� DEFECTS� IN� AIR� QUALITY� MANAGEMENT� THAT� DIRECT�

REGULATION�HAD� LARGELY�SWEPT�UNDER�THE�RUG[LARGE�GAPS� IN�

INVENTORIES�OF�ACTUAL�EMISSIONS-�HUGE�INEFFICIENCIES�OF�POLITI"

CALLY�EXPEDIENT�ENGINEERING�REQUIREMENTS�THAT�TREATED�SIMI"

LAR�INDUSTRIAL�PROCESSES�IDENTICALLY-�POORLY�UNDERSTOOD�RELA"

TIONS� BETWEEN� EMISSIONS� AND� AIR� QUALITY-� INADEQUATE�<6;S�

THAT�2;/�WAS�COMPELLED�TO�APPROVE�IN�ORDER�TO�AVOID�WRITING�

LOCAL� PLANS� ITSELF#�8OREOVER!� THAT� THREAT�WAS� POSED� BY� THE�

VERY�ECONOMIC�BENEFIT�THESE�PROPOSALS�ADVANCED,�THEIR�ABILITY�

TO�MAKE�EXTRA�POLLUTION�REDUCTION�FINANCIALLY�REWARDING#�3OR�

IF� \LEGITIMATE]� REDUCTIONS� IN� INVENTORIED� ACTUAL� EMISSIONS
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WERE�VALUABLE!�COSTLESS�\ILLEGITIMATE]�REDUCTIONS�IN�PHANTOM�

EMISSIONS� FROM� PLANTS� OPERATING� FAR� BELOW� THEIR� PERMIT�

AMOUNTS!� OR� FROM� FACILITIES� DUE� TO� CLOSE� ANYWAY!�WERE� STILL�

MORE�VALUABLE�AND�WOULD�LEAVE�POLLUTED�AREAS�EVEN� FARTHER�

FROM� ATTAINMENT#� 6F� FEES� OR� PERMITS� COULD� SAVE� LOCAL� FIRMS�

MILLIONS�IN�CONVENTIONAL�CONTROL�COSTS!�IT�WOULD�BE�DIFFICULT�FOR�

STATES�TO�DENY�THESE�SAVINGS�BASED�ON�AIR�QUALITY�MODELS�WITH�

A�%$$�PERCENT�ERROR�FACTOR#

>LTIMATELY!� PROPOSALS� FOR� PERMITS� OR� FEES� COLLIDED� WITH�

ASSUMPTIONS�ON�WHICH�1ONGRESS�AND�2;/�HAD�LONG�OPERATED,�

THAT�MANDATED� TECHNOLOGY�WOULD�SOLVE�EVERY�PROBLEM-�THAT�

GOVERNMENT�HAD�A�MONOPOLY�ON�POLLUTION�CONTROL�KNOWLEDGE�

AND�COULD�DO�THE�JOB�BETTER-�THAT�THE�STATES�REQUIRED�A�STRONG�

FEDERAL�PRESENCE�TO�AVOID�SUCCUMBING�TO�DEVELOPMENTAL�PRES"

SURE-�THAT�RULES�MUST�BE�WRITTEN�TO�EXCLUDE�MOST�FIRMS�AS�BAD�

ACTORS!�RATHER�THAN�TO�ASSUME�GOOD�FAITH�AND�LEAVE�BAD�ACTORS�

TO�ENFORCEMENT#�=HROUGH�:CTOBER�%+*%!�NOT�A�SINGLE�JURISDIC"

TION� HAD� ADOPTED� A� FEE� OR� PERMIT� SYSTEM� IN� LIEU� OF� DIRECT�

REGULATION!� THOUGH� SOME� BRAVE� SOULS�WERE� STILL� ATTEMPTING�

DESIGNS�TO�OVERCOME�THESE�BARRIERS#'�=HE�ECONOMISTS^�VISION�

WAS�NO�ONE�ELSE^S�DREAM#

<2==694�=52�<=/42

=HUS� THE� THRESHOLD� REFORM� ISSUE[WHETHER� MOVEMENT�

TOWARDS� MORE� FLEXIBILITY!� LESS� GOVERNMENT� INTRUSION!� AND�

REDUCED�COSTS�SHOULD�COME�THROUGH�EVOLUTION�OR�REVOLUTION�[�

WAS�SETTLED�AT�THE�START�IN�FAVOR�OF�NONTHREATENING�INCREMEN"

TALISM#�/NY�SUCCESSFUL�REFORM�WOULD�HAVE�TO�CHANGE�FUNDA"

MENTAL� ATTITUDES� BY� FITTING�/'-&'*� THE� EXISTING� SYSTEM� AND�

DEMONSTRATING�THAT�RELIANCE�ON�MARKET�MECHANISMS�RATHER�

THAN�MARCHING�ORDERS�COULD�PRODUCE�BOTH�SAVINGS�AND�CLEAN�

AIR#�6T�WOULD�HAVE�TO�REST�ON�CONCRETE�BENEFITS�TO�KEY�PARTICI"

PANTS!�NOT�ON�ABSTRACT�EFFICIENCY�CLAIMS#�6T�WOULD�HAVE�TO
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YZGXZ� YSGRR� H[Z� KTIU[XGMK� OTIXKGYKJ� [YK� ZNGZ� ]U[RJ�VXKYY[XK�

IUTYZXGOTZY�GTJ�HXUGJKT� OZY�GVVKGR$� 8Z�]U[RJ�NG\K� ZU�VXUSOYK�

XKZ[XTY� RGXMK�KTU[MN�ZU�U[Z]KOMN�ZNK�JOYX[VZOUT�IUYZY�ZU�5>1�

XKMOUTY"� YZGZKY"� GTJ� OTJ[YZXOKY� GYQKJ� ZU� JU� H[YOTKYY�

JOLLKXKTZR_$� 8Z� ]U[RJ� NG\K� ZU� HK� KGY_� ZU� [TJKXYZGTJ� GTJ� [YK"�

VXUJ[IOTM�YNUXZ#X[T�Y[IIKYY� YZUXOKY� ZNGZ�UZNKXY�]U[RJ�YKKQ� ZU�

OSOZGZK$�1HU\K�GRR"�OZ�]U[RJ�NG\K�ZU�HK�V[Z�UT�ZNK�YZXKKZY�ZU�HK�

[YKJ� GTJ� SGXQKZKJ� ZU� OTY[XK� OZY� [YK$� 6UX� ZNU[MN� XKM[RGZKJ�

LOXSY� XKSGOTKJ� ZNK� VXOSK� HKTKLOIOGXOKY� UL� SGXQKZ#HGYKJ� GV#

VXUGINKY"� ZNKXK�]KXK� ZKT�_KGXY�UL�HGJ�HRUUJ�HKZ]KKT� OTJ[YZX_�

GTJ� KT\OXUTSKTZGR� GMKTIOKY$� 1TJ� TU� SGZZKX� NU]� RGXMK� ZNK�

VUZKTZOGR� HKTKLOZY� ZU� UZNKXY"� YZGZK� GMKTIOKY� ]OZN� YNXOTQOTM�

H[JMKZY�]U[RJ�TUZ�GJUVZ�GT_�XKLUXS�[TRKYY�LOXSY�KGMKX�ZU�[YK�

OZ�LUXIKJ�ZNKS�ZU�XKYVUTJ$

ANOY� OTIXKSKTZGROYS� ]GY� JOXKIZR_� XKYVUTYOHRK� LUX� ZNK� HOXZN�

UL� ZNK� bH[HHRKc� IUTIKVZ$�6UX�[TJKX� ZNK� K^OYZOTM� Y_YZKS"� LOXSY�

]KXK�XKW[OXKJ�ZU�SKKZ�[TOLUXS�YZGZK]OJK�UX�TGZOUT]OJK�KSOY#

YOUT� ROSOZY� LUX� OJKTZOLOKJ� OTJ[YZXOGR� VXUIKYYKY�  K$M$"� TU� SUXK�

ZNGT� ,*� ZUTY� VKX� _KGX� UL� VGXZOI[RGZK� SGZZKX� LXUS� HRGYZ� L[X#

TGIKY� UX� '*� ZUTY� VKX� _KGX� LXUS� IGYZ� NU[YKY!$� 2[Z� ZNK� IUYZ� UL�

XKSU\OTM� &� ZUT� UL� VGXZOI[RGZKY� LXUS� GJPGIKTZ� VXUIKYYKY� IU[RJ�

\GX_� H_� U\KX� &%%/&$� DN_� TUZ� RKZ� VRGTZYaUX� MXU[VY� UL�

VRGTZYaZXKGZ� GRR� ZNKOX� KSOYYOUT� VUOTZY� GY� ZNU[MN� ZNK_� ]KXK�

KTIRUYKJ� H_� G� MOGTZ� H[HHRK� GTJ� XKGXXGTMK� IUTZXURY� ZU� XKSU\K�

SUXK��&� ZUTY�GTJ� LK]KX��&%%� ZUTY"� YU� RUTM�GY�GOX�W[GROZ_� XK#

SGOTKJ� ZNK� YGSK0� ANOY� bH[HHRKc� GVVXUGIN� ]U[RJ� ><1�  XGZNKX�

ZNGT� XKVRGIK!� K^OYZOTM� XKM[RGZOUTY� GTJ� VXUIKJ[XKY� H_� RKZZOTM�

VRGTZ� SGTGMKXY� IU[TZKXVXUVUYK� SUXK� KLLOIOKTZ� VKXSOZ� ROSOZY�

ZGORUXKJ� ZU� ZNK� [TOW[K� GMK"� YO`K"� GTJ� IUTLOM[XGZOUT� UL� VXU#

IKYYKY� OT� YVKIOLOI� VRGTZY$� 8Z� ]U[RJ� RKZ� LOXSY� ZXGJK� OTIXKGYKJ�

IUTZXUR� UT� VXUIKYYKY� ]NKXK� ZNK� IUYZ� UL� IUTZXUR� ]GY� RU]� LUX�

JKIXKGYKJ� IUTZXUR� ]NKXK� ZNK� IUYZ� UL� IUTZXURROTM� ZNK� YGSK�

VURR[ZGTZ� ]GY� NOMN$� 8Z� ]U[RJ� MO\K� SGTGMKXY� G� HGRGTIK� YNKKZ�

OTIKTZO\K� a� VUZKTZOGR� YG\OTMY� UL� SORROUTY� UL� JURRGXY� VKX� _KGX�

aZU� YKKQ� TK]� INGTIKY� LUX� INKGVKX� IUTZXUR"� GTJ� ZU� P[YZOL_�

ZNUYK� K^VKTJOZ[XKY� ZU� IUXVUXGZK� IUYZ� IKTZKXY$� 8Z�]U[RJ� XKJ[IK
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MU\KXTSKTZ� OTZX[YOUT"� JKRKMGZK� SUXK� XKYVUTYOHOROZ_� LUX� OT#

JO\OJ[GR� IUTZXUR� JKIOYOUTY"� GTJ� SGQK� OZ� KGYOKX� LUX� LOXSY� ZU�

VRGT� IUSVROGTIK$� 8Z� ]U[RJ� GRYU� VXUSUZK� LGYZKX� IUSVROGTIK�

GTJ� HKZZKX� KSOYYOUT� SKGY[XKSKTZ"� YOTIK� UTR_� W[GTZOLOKJ�

XKJ[IZOUTY�HKRU]� I[XXKTZ� XKW[OXKSKTZY� IU[RJ�HK�[YKJ� ZU�SKKZ�

UX� G\UOJ� XKW[OXKSKTZY� KRYK]NKXK$� 1Y� G� \UR[TZGX_� VXUMXGS"� OZ�

]U[RJ� TKOZNKX� XKW[OXK� GRR� LOXSY� ZU� VGXZOIOVGZK� TUX� LUXIK� YZGZK�

GMKTIOKY� ZU� SGQK� SGYYO\K� YZX[IZ[XGR� GJP[YZSKTZY$� 8TJKKJ"� OZ�

ULLKXKJ�ZNUYK�GMKTIOKY�G�VGOTRKYY�]G_�ZU�[VMXGJK�ZNKOX� OT\KT#

ZUXOKY�GTJ�IUXXKIZ�UZNKX�JKLOIOKTIOKY�UT�G�MXGJ[GR�HGYOY"�GY�OT#

JO\OJ[GR�H[HHRK�GVVROIGZOUTY�GXXO\KJ$�;UYZ� OSVUXZGTZ"� OZ�IU[RJ�

HKMOT� ZU� INGTMK� ZNK� HKROKLY� ZNGZ� YZGTJGXJO`KJ� KTMOTKKXOTM�

]GY� ZNK� UTR_�]G_� ZU�GYY[XK�KT\OXUTSKTZGR�VXUMXKYY�GTJ� ZNGZ�

LOXSY� YNU[RJ� XKR_� YURKR_� UT� GVVXU\KJ� ZKINTURUM_� XGZNKX� ZNGT�

UT�XKJ[IZOUTY�VXUJ[IKJ�H_�UZNKXY�UX�UZNKX�SKGTY$

"!''#$"�&'�%'! 

BTROQK� YUSK� UZNKX� Y[IIKYYKY"� ZNK� UXOMOTY� UL� ZNK� H[HHRK� IUT#

IKVZ�GXK�TUZ�IRU[JKJ�]OZN�IRGOSY�H_�IUSVKZOTM�VXU[J�VGXKTZY$�

8Z�HKMGT� OT�&.,'a&.,(�]OZN�Y[MMKYZOUTY� LXUS�SGPUX�YSKRZKXY�

GTJ� ZNK� <O^UT� GJSOTOYZXGZOUT� ZNGZ� 5>1� XKJKLOTK� bYU[XIKYc�

Y[HPKIZ� ZU� <@>@� ZU� OTIR[JK� KTZOXK� VRGTZY$� ANOY� INGTMK� ]U[RJ�

K^I[YK� VRGTZY� [TJKXZGQOTM� SGPUX� SUJOLOIGZOUTY"� XKIUTYZX[I#

ZOUTY"� UX� K^VGTYOUTY� LXUS� YZXOTMKTZ�<@>@� IUTZXURY� YU� RUTM�GY�

ZUZGR�KSOYYOUTY� LXUS� ZNK�VRGTZ�JOJ�TUZ� OTIXKGYK$�ANK�VXUVUYGR�

IGSK� LXUS� G� NKG\OR_� VURR[ZOTM�GTJ� XKIGRIOZXGTZ� OTJ[YZX_"�GV#

VKGXKJ� ZU� IUTZXG\KTK� ZNK� 3RKGT� 1OX� 1IZdY� JOXKIZO\K� ZNGZ� HKZ#

ZKX� IUTZXURY� HK� JKYOMTKJ� OTZU� TK]� LGIOROZOKY"� GTJ� ]GY� LOKXIKR_�

UVVUYKJ� H_� 5>1dY� 1OX� >XUMXGSY� GTJ� 5TLUXIKSKTZ� ULLOIKY� UT�

KTLUXIKGHOROZ_� GTJ� KW[OZ_� MXU[TJY$*� BTJKX� IUTZOT[OTM� VXKY#

Y[XKaGTJ� IU[TZKXGXM[SKTZY� ZNGZ� ZNOY� H[HHRK� GVVXUGIN�

]U[RJ� VXUJ[IK� HKZZKX� IUTZXUR� UT� JOXZ_� 1@5<=583� YU[XIKY"� ]OZN#

U[Z� U\KXGRR� OTIXKGYKY� OT� KSOYYOUTYa5>1� [RZOSGZKR_� VXU#
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nonattainment areas, regardless of its small size or high cost. 
EPA's Office of General Counsel (OGC) supported a broad 
bubble, noting that Congress had arguably ratified EPA's 
plantwide approach before ASARCO, that NSPS would still 
apply to new facilities within plants, and that bubbles would 
assure no increases in emissions while providing an incen
tive for existing sources to do more than the minimum re
quired." Again, no economic data were advanced to support 
these asserted benefits. Again, policy debate was cloaked in 
legal terms to give it more force. 

The final "compromise," issued in January 1979, explicitly 
banned bubbles in areas subject to the federal ruling, but 
permitted states to allow them-for modifications only-in 
their new nonattainment SIPs due to be approved by that 
July.11 But this was a compromise in name only, for as Air 
Programs staff already knew, most SIPs for significant non
attainment areas would not be fully approved for years. 
Moreover, the new SIPs were statutorily required to be sub
mitted by 1 January 1979-two weeks before the date of this 
ruling. Many had already gone to state-level rule making, 
and word of the availability of state bubble options did not 
reach most affected industry in time. Concerned with their 
SIPs' approvability in light of these negative signals, the 
states declined this ambiguous invitation. 

The 1979 Offset Ruling did, however, establish two prin
ciples that would later prove important. It indicated that 
surplus emission reductions for bubble purposes might 
legitimately be created in nonattainment areas so long as 
they did not interfere with progress toward attainment. And 
it explicitly stated that such reductions could be "banked" or 
stored for future use. This banking provision was particu
larly crucial. It laid the basis for readily available reductions 
that could facilitate interplant bubbles and encourage 
firms to meet emission requirements through trades. It 
also enlarged opportunities for bubble savings, since cost
effective combinations of emissions increases and decreases 
seldom occur at the same time1 2 
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Meanwhile, OPM was moving to consolidate the bubble 
concept and co-opt internal opposition on several other 
fronts_ In the spring of 1978 an agenc)"vide task force 
headed by OPM was formed, with the administrator's bless
ing, to examine the legality and technical feasibility of new 
and existing source bubbles for both air and water pollution. 
The impetus for this task force was again a recalcitrant in
dustry (steel). But the industry was led by Armco, Inc., which 
had both a reputation as a "good actor" and the willingness 
to produce detailed studies of the bubble's economic, energy, 
and environmental benefits at its plants. Moreover, the asso
ciation with the steel industry was diluted by the task force's 
decision to focus on benefits for all industries. It was also 
diluted by a presidential task group (the Solomon committee) 
that had found steel to be financially troubled and involved 
three important outside bodies in bubble development-the 
Treasury Department, the Council of Economic Advisers, 
and the regulatory reform arm of the White House Domestic 
Policy Staff. For the first time, the bubble concept had an ex
ternal constituency that could neither be identified as indus
try shills nor easily charged with evading legitimate 
compliance. 

The OPM task force progressively focused on a bubble for 
existing air pollution sources as the most feasible alterna
tive, discarding objections that would have trivialized the 
concept's economic benefits or destroyed its acceptability to 
potential users. These objections were : legal or enforcement 
arguments that would, for example, have barred any relaxa
tion of SIP requirements as part of a bubble; technical argu
ments, such as those that would have limited bubbles to pre
cisely the same type of emission point and pollutant (e_g_, no 
bubble between stacks and vents, or between SO, and S03); 
and attempts to use the bubble to correct perceived defects in 
the current regulatory system, such as proposals that man
datory state operating permit systems for existing plants be 
required by EPA before any bubble could be approved. A 
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fourth line of argument suggested that bubble savings be 
"plowed back" into better mandatory control by applicants 
as a prerequisite to approval. The drafting process began to 
force a gradual spli t between Air Programs staff -who 
became increasingly committed to making the bubble 
work-and the program's senior managers, who were pre
pared to accept some form of bubble but were more con
cerned with multiple safeguards to prevent poten tial abuse. 

The task force's September 1978 report recommended that 
bubbles for existing sources be endorsed by EPA but that a 
variety of eligibility requirements and safeguards be adopted 
to assure prompt compliance and environmental equiv
alence. Bubbles, it said, (1) should incorporate specific emis
sion limits reflecting rearranged controls; (2) could not allow 
air quality to deteriorate; (3) should not allow trades between 
toxic and nontoxic pollutants, or between stacks and vents, 
unless emissions from the latter could acceptably be quan
tified; and (4) could not be used unless applicants met cur
rent emission limits or were on an enforceable compliance 
schedule to meet them. To conserve state resources, the re
port envisioned bubbles' being approved through normal 
state permitting processes. To further conserve resources, it 
recommended that the burden of proof on air quality and en
forceability be placed on applicants, and that applications be 
limited to single plants. It explicitly noted that bubbles would 
encourage plants to disclose all their emission points (thus 
improving inventories) and a dopt innovative control 
strategies that would provide information leading to more 
stringent regulation. Finally, the report identified several 
"major" unresolved issues, including whether EPA should 
actively encourage bubble applications, and whether bubbles 
should be floated on a trial basis before national endorse
ment. The legal arguments had been removed by perhaps the 
shortest opinion memorandum in government history, a July 
note from EPA's General Counsel that stated in full: "Is the 
bubble legal ? Yes." I3 
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The report produced a flurry of activity that was remark
able both for how quickly these "major" issues disappeared 
and for how fast internal attitudes began to converge. To this 
point, the program offices were principally concerned that 
bubbles not result in unenforceable emission limits or other
wise undermine past regulatory progress, while OPM and 
OGe believed new approaches were needed to assure future 
air quality improvement. Now, under pressure from a variety 
of external factors , these views began to coalesce. The Air 
Act would be reauthorized by Congress in 1980; the country 
was becoming more conservative; public attention had dis
cernibly shifted from support for air quality regulation to 
more immediate concerns like nuclear safety and hazardous 
waste (see, e.g., Resources for the Future, Inc., 1980, SUfi

marizing trends). How could EPA continue to insist on point
specific regulatory requirements that involved the most 
rather than the least cost for air quality compliance? How 
could it demand that state agencies-faced with shrinking 
budgets, growing developmental resistance, and hostile legis
latures-continue to regulate more and more small busi
nesses while cranking down further on previously regulated 
ones? With some exceptions, direct regulation was starting 
to look as though it had reached the point of diminishing 
returns, a nd as though it were poor environmental manage
ment as well. 

Beyond these factors lay the stark difference between the 
"ideal" regulatory world posited by environmental defenders 
and the real one. In that ideal world, states had comprehen
sive emission inventories; prompt compliance with state
imposed requirements based on those inventories and 
backed by EPA would produce clean air by fixed national 
deadlines; and state plans offered clear guidelines citizen 
groups could enforce. In the real world, inventories were 
grossly inadequate ; all requirements were subject to negotia
tion; no one knew how to control many emission points; 
"compliance" was largely determined through unaudited 
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self-certificat ions by regulated firms; states simply imposed 
requirements on industries that could bear the cost; the air 
quality effects of genuine compliance were uncertain ; and a 
state plan could be ten fil e cabinets that no one had fully 
read. Industry and state agencies were already beginning to 
argue to Congress that the system was overloaded with ex 
pensive, unnecessary requirements that produced little real 
e n vironmental benefit. These issues would have to be faced 
soon in any event; the bubble offered a way to begin to ad
dress them through gradual nonregulatory means. 

In November 1978 Air Programs developed its own draft 
Bubbl e Policy for ex isting sources. While the draft 
emphasized possible burdens on state agencies and the use of 
bubbles for more stringent regulation , it generally tracked 
OPM's version and was quickly applauded by tbat office. It 
did contain some new wrinkles that could effectively have 
prohibited bubbles,'" but these wrinkles quickly became 
bargaining points, not absolute demands. Moreover, OPM 
was under pressure, too, for the lead time required to order, 
install, and de-bug new control equipment required the 
policy to be issued as soon as possible to be usable by 
affected plants. 

After a last-minute skirmish over whether the proposed 
pobcy should be issued before or after the 1 January due date 
for the new SIPs-a skirmish that involved the symbolic 
issue of whether the policy would be perceived as required in 
those SIPs or as merely a state option - the proposal was 
published on 18 Janua ry 1979 (44 Federal Register 3740). It 
"encouraged" states to a llow bubbles for all existing sources, 
though it asked states to comment on resource drains and re· 
tained language a bout us ing bubbles for further regulation . 
Among other things, it would have limited bubbles to single 
plants; prohibited all bubble trades between toxic and con
ventiona l pollutants; prohibited trades between industria l 
process emissions and difficult-ta-quantify emissions from 
storage piles, haul roads, or other "open 4 dust" sources; and 
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barred extensions of existing compliance dates as a result of 
any bubble application. But it officially and freely permitted 
bubbles in all areas with approved SIPs, subject to air quality 
and enforcement tests, and it allowed increased controls on 
other production processes to meet requirements for process
fugitive emissions that were notoriously difficult and expen
sive to control. 

More important than this content, however, was the fact 
that the agency had made the proposal public and committed 
itself to further publicity. For the first time, a rudimentary 
implementa tion strategy would accompa ny a proposed 
systemwide reform in environmental regulation. Comments 
were sought and received throughout that spring in a series 
of nationwide public meetings jointly run by the affected of
fices, as well as through the Federal Register proposal. 

The comments were predictable. Environmental groups 
feared a politica l signal to relax regulation and continued to 
urge additional constraints to ma ke sure the policy did not 
"call forth innovations in evasion IratherJ tha n in tech 
nology."!:) State agencies saw resource drains behind every 
rock and asserted that they already possessed SIP authority 
to use bubble approaches, ignoring th e fact that previous 
bubbles had been used solely as bargaining chips that 
rewarded recalcitrant firms engaged in drawn -out com
pliance negotiations. A score of regulated industries con
tended the policy was a "good idea" but that proposed con
straints must be eased. Armco, in particular, noted that 
allowing open-dust trades would save it tens of millions of 
dollars while improving air quality. Indeed, it asserted, re
quiring process-fugitive control s without bubbles would 
degrade the air, since the electricity needed to operate those 
energy-intensive controls would signifi cantly increase emis 
sions from nearby power pl ants . It filed deta iled studies to 
support these claims, which were paralleled by leadin g firms 
in chemical , petrochemi cal , refining, automotive, and 
other industries. 
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The comment process, however, served the more critical 
purpose of identifying a nd building a strong constituency of 
potential bubble proponents for tbe first time. Environmen
tal groups would remain suspicious unt il demonstrated eco
nomic and environmental successes began to appear. State 
agencies (and most EPA regional offices) would process in
dividual bubbles, but bad no independent mot ive to go out on 
a limb by stimulating demand. Only if industry began using 
the bubble successfully would the proposed policy become 
real. However unsatisfactory and small a step towards use of 
incentives the proposed policy represented, getting it out was 
beginning to work. By the summer of 1979, states were 
already complaining a bout the volume of industry requests 
to use the bubble, and an internal Air Programs report h ad 
raised "the specters of bureaucratic strangulation" if con
straints founded on mere suspicion were not eased {Standley 
1979,p.5l. 

This new impetus forced the agency to respond and paved 
the way for final policy r esolutions that fall . Bubbles would 
still have to be individual SIP revisions , but EPA would speed 
their approval by h elping its r egions evaluate proposals an d 
by proposing approval simultaneously with the states. The 
disquieting threat of further regulation and the ba n on 
multiplant bubbles would be dropped. So long as the appli
cant demonstrated equivalent enforceability and air quality 
impacts, EPA would approve bubbles that used open-dust 
controls in lieu of process-fugitive equipment, provided the 
plant first installed those control s and verified their results; 
bubbles between toxic and nontoxic pollutant str eams, pro
vided the toxic stream decreased; even some bubbles that 
produced emissions increases - though it bluffed that, 
because of long-range pollution problems, it would "not ap
prove such SIP revisions consistent with its current legal 
aut.hority Ito deny them l" (none). It would let stotes 
guara ntee bubble applicants against more stringent future 
requirements derived from their applications so long as 
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general SIP requirements were met. Plants that were en
titled to statutory compliance extensions for any other 
reason (such as for installation of innovative control tech
nology) could also get extensions to implement bubbles (see 
44 Federal Register 71780 [11 December 1979[) . EPA would 
affirmatively encourage states to approve bubble proposals 
in the interest of economic efficiency, while Air Programs 
would designate bubble coordinators in each region to re
spond to inquiries and facilitate requests. And these changes 
would be supported by recently completed analyses suggest
ing that bubbles might save very large amounts without ad
verse environmental effects-35 to 50 percent of conven
tional control costs for electric utility installations, for ex
ample; 60 percent of conventional control costs, or $80 
million , for 35 domestic duPont plants; and 90 percent of 
duPont's costs if multiplant bubbles were allowed (U.S. En· 
vironmental Protection Agency 1979; Maloney and Yandle 
1979; also Maloney and Yandle 1980, pp. 49-52). 

The final Bubble Policy was signed by then EPA Adminis
trator Douglas Costle on 29 November 1979. The event was 
marked by various forms of hoopla, including statements 
that the policy would produce "less expensive pollution con
trol, not less pollution control," and a press conference that 
was treated to competing impromptu addresses on the need 
for safeguards and flexibility by the agency's assistant ad
ministrators for Air Programs and Policy. Key agency par
ticipants were also treated by the administrator to an eve
ning bubble reception that appropriately featured a cham
pagne toast. Unfortunately, the champagne was cheap and 
symbolic; for the agency had formally assigned just three 
staffers to implement the policy, had made no organizational 
or funding changes to back its rhetoric, and had only the fog
giest notion of the resources that full-scale national imple
mentation might entail. The policy was to become a major 
reform through $50,000 in emergency funds and the efforts 
of a competent economic analysis branch that was neither 
inclined to implementation nor organized for it. 
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GETTING GOING 

One month before the final Bubble Policy, a new Regulatory 
Reform staff (RRS) within OPM had been created and 
charged with "coordinating" effective implementation of the 
bubble, emission banking, and related incentive-based 
reforms. It soon became apparent that "coordination" would 
not work where these projects were in separate divisions, 
were not answerable to the coordinating office, and were 
composed of close-knit staffs who viewed coordination as in
terference. The clean answer was a reorganization to bring 
these projects under common control. But reorganization 
was complicated by the fact that it would enlarge one OPM 
division at the expense of two others, as well as by the 
chicken-and-egg reluctance of OPM management to commit 
more resources until it was clear the bubble would succeed. 

There were two interim answers, however. A common 
language could be created that emphasized the similarities 
and interrelations between these historically haphazard 
reforms. RRS could use that language to assume the market
ing aspect of implementation -as a simple conceptual 
framework to explain to industrial groups, state personnel, 
and other actors how these reforms could profitably and 
predictably be used. Once that constituency was built and 
RRS was identified as the agency's public contact and ap
plication facilitator, reorganization would flow logically from 
the way EPA would have to respond. 

The vague concept of "controlled trading" was duly given 
content to describe how all these reforms made extra control 
profitable by letting firms trade inexpensive reductions cre
ated at one emission point and time for expensive regulatory 
requirements on other points at different times, under con
trolled conditions to assure air quality and enforceability. In 
January 1980 implementing controlled trading was made a 
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top regional priority in the administrator's budget guidance 
for fiscal year (FY) 1981. On 18 January the new chief of 
RRS and the head of the Bubble Project embarked on a cross
country series of double-barreled workshops for regional per
sonnel, state agency staffs, and industrial representatives in 
which he explained the integrated trading concept while she 
described the Bubble Policy and where it fit in. Between 
March and July RRS and the bubble staff made nearly three 
dozen speeches embellishing these themes before trade asso
ciations, development groups, and air pollution professionals. 
A series of documents, ranging from elementary through 
technical, was developed to help leverage this effort and con
serve manpower while responding to growing requests. RRS 
began to cultivate key press and trade journal contacts, send
ing them these materials and giving hundreds of hours of 
background interviews to explain the approach's importance 
and help spread the word to likely users . 

In June the first bubble applications began to arrive and 
the bubble project was transferred to RRS, which began to 
act as a line Air Programs office to track these applications, 
provide technical assistance, and expedite approvals. This 
function proved to be particularly critical. It not only made 
RRS a central part of the agency's decision making, with 
strong necessary ties to state and regional officials; through 
individual applications it pinpointed ways the policy should 
be liberalized and provided vehicles for doing so. Moreover, it 
did so on potential opponents' own grounds, for applicants 
documented their arguments to show that liberalization 
would produce environmental as well as economic 
improvements. 

But if issuance of the policy seemed a major victory to 
OPM veterans scarred by nearly two years of internal 
negotiation, it was soon apparent that despite initial interest 
the subject of this marketing effort would not sell. The final 
policy was a significant advance over the proposal. But it was 
not available in heavily industrialized areas without ap-
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proved SIPs demonstrating attainment by December 1982-
areas that included most major urban zones, that contained 
the widest mix of industry subject to the most stringent con
trol requirements , in which the policy was most needed and 
could most cost-effectively be used_ Even where the policy 
could be used, all bubbles had to be SIP revisions, and apply
ing plants had to be on compliance schedules with old emis
sion limits-a combination whose delays and short deadlines 
virtually forced plant managers to start investing in conven
tional controls . And as several applications had unfor
tunately demonstrated, the requirement that air quality 
equivalence be shown through detailed, site-specific disper
sion modeling tended to "incriminate" applicants by predict
ing ambient violations not disclosed through the less fine
grained modeling appropriate for general areawide SIPs. 
Such results required not merely denial of the bubble ap
plication, but imposition of more stringent controls-though 
these bubbles actually produced better air quality than the 
SIP. Moreover, EPA would not have discovered the chance 
for improvement without them. 

By the summer of 1980 over 40 bubbles were being actively 
developed by American industry, many promising large en
vironmental as well as economic benefits . But influential 
state officials were already insisting that these applications 
were the crest of the wave rather than the tip of the iceberg, 
and that the policy left them far less discretion to implement 
bubbles than they had had before it was issued. For major in
dustry, it had become conventional wisdom that the bubble 
was a good idea that had been killed by agency suspicion
that the policy was impractical because it viewed corporate 
managers as criminals and contained too many needless pro
cedural hoops. 
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GETTING THERE 

In September 1980 RRS convened a national conference of 
250 senior EPA, state, and industry officials whose stated 
theme was "Getting More for Less : Regulat ory Reform at 
EPA." The conferen ce's formal purpose was to give these of
ficials a shirt-sleeves chance to tell EPA what was right or 
wrong with its trading reforms and which directions the 
agency should pursue. Its secondary goal was to st art a gen
uinely constructive dialogue between EPA and hostile constit
uencies . Its ul timate aim was to bring sharply to the atten 
tion of top EPA management t he need for drastic liberaliza
tion if the bubble - and the agency's credibility-were to 
survive: to accelerate the momentum for constructive 
change begun by individua l applications, confront the most 
critical constraints created by conser vative interpretations 
of enabling legislation , and bring home the common percep
tion that the policy was a public relations gesture because too 
few resources had been a llocated to make it real. 

The conference succeeded beyond its sponsors ' dreams. In 
open sessions and closed workshops, offi cial a fter offi cial 
came forward to excoriate the agency for its narrow-minded 
suspicion and lack of responsiveness, blast EPA's insistence 
on direct involvement in every air pollut ion permit, provide 
detailed examples of how they and the environment could 
benefit if illogical bubble constraints were removed, and urge 
that EPA give states more latitude and rethink its whole ap
proach to air quality managemen t. The consistent underly 
ing message was that the bubble was important to re
sponsible industrial managers, but t hat EPA seemed ready 
to see it - and the whole incentives approach - fa il for fear 
of phantom abuses that, if they materialized, could be cor
rected by less prohibitionary means. At t he conference's 
close, David Hawkins, then assistant administ rator for Air 
Programs and a died-in-the-wool environmen talist, publicly 
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promised to find some legal way to approve most bubbles 
without case-by-case SIP revisions or federal review. 

Within a month the agency's bubble staff doubled and the 
bubble's technical assistance budget quintupled. In October 
the banking project was reorganized into RRS. That same 
month the agency agreed on a three-tiered modeling screen 
that would prevent bubble applicants from incriminating 
themselves and would sharply cut the prohibitive expense of 
full-scale modeling demonstrations. If bubbled emission 
points were similar and close together, an even emissions 
trade without modeling would suffice. If those points were 
distant or dissimilar, a limited model that showed no signifi
cant increase in ambient concentrations would be sufficient. 
Only if the bubble produced a net increase in emissions or a 
significant increase in ambient concentrations would full
scale modeling still be required.]6 

In November the agency reversed a prior decision and pro
pos~d to endorse a "generic" New Jersey SIP rule that would 
let that state approve hydrocarbon bubbles without EPA 
review. The block here had been legal: to assure air quality 
attainment, the Air Act required federal notice, comment, 
and approval for every local change in emission limits, and 
the legislative history showed that Congress had inserted 
this provision to preven t the agency from approving any 
"secret" relaxations. But the question was what constituted 
a "change in emission limits." If the state had a SIP rule that 
assured that every bubble that met its terms also preserved 
air quality, EPA could approve all those bubbles in advance 
merely by approving the rule. The emission limits authorized 
by the SIP would not change (45 Federal Register 77459 [24 
November 1980; proposal!; 46 Federal Register 20551 [6 
April 1981; final approval[) . 

This was easy for hydrocarbons, which did not require 
modeling; within broad geographic limits, a pound of hy
drocarbons from one source was equal in ambient effect to a 
pound from any other source, and bubbles could be approved 
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under generic rules so long as permit totals were the same. 
But in December the agency went further and agreed to ex
tend this generic approach to several classes of bubbles that 
normally required modeling. It also agreed to extend the 
policy to industrial areas without approved SIPs, so long as 
attainment would not be jeopardized.17 Sources would also be 
given more time to implement bubbles, either through 
generic rules where the statute allowed it, or through discre
tionary case-by-case deferral of penalties where it did not. In 
all these situations, a state that adopted a generic ruIe as a 
one-time SIP r evision couId avoid further federal review. 

The significance of these decisions was that, for the first 
time, they gave all relevant actors a substantial stake in the 
policy's success. For state agencies, generic rules offered 
escape from the uncertainty, delays, and resource drains of 
hydra-headed federal review-drains far more massive than 
resources needed to evaluate bubbles at the state level alone. 
For EPA regions-especially industrial regions over · 
whelmed with long backlogs of individual SIP revisions 
they offered similar benefits. For industry, they held the 
clear prospect of a predictable alter.native that fit corporate 
planning cycles, without hidden penalties or the dangerous 
fiction of having to agree to a compliance scheduIe with short 
milestones before more cost·effective emission limits could 
be proposed. 

Because of the pending shift in administration and the six
month paralysis in agency ruIe making that would inevita
bly follow, the vehicle for these decisions became a press 
release. After a last-minute scramble, the release emerged 
on 16 January 1981, the Friday before the inauguration. It 
rested on EPA's good experience ,Vith actual bubble applica
tions as its primary justification ; admitted past excesses of 
caution, and carefully stated the rationale for its announce
ments, characterizing them as agency intent but noting that 
they were not meant to preclude even broader changes." The 
next week RRS convened a nuts-and-bolts conference for 
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consulting engineers, development firms, and other potential 
brokers of surplus emission reductions. The conference made 
front-page financial headlines and created a new nucleus of 
credible industrial advisers to press for trades and generic 
r ules. Articles triggered by this conference generated more 
than a dozen major stories on controlled trading, the new 
Bubble Policy, and use of incentives between January and 
July, and made bubble developments regular fodder for the 
influential business press. 19 

In March EPA reversed another past decision and pro
posed to let modifying or expanding sources in nonattain
ment areas use a bubble approach to "net out of' pre
construction permits and other burdensome new pollution 
source review requirements, so long as plantwide emissions 
did not significantly increase (see 46 Federal Register 50766 
114 October 1981; final ruleD. In April the New Jersey 
generic rule was approved and EPA's Seattle region hosted 
the first regionally sponsored conference on controlled trad
ing for industrial and state representatives from California 
and the Northwest, focused on the scope of generic rules and 
the uses of surplus reductions for bubbles and netting. In 
May the agency's Steering Committee approved a draft Con
trolled Trading Policy Statement meant to supersede and 
liberalize the original Bubble Policy, and set clear guidelines 
for when surplus emission reduction credits (ERCs) could be 
created, stored ("banked"), and legally protected for use in 
any trade. In June/July RRS held the first regional work
shops on generic rules for state personnel in the industrial 
Midwest. 

By October 1981 three formal banking systems were 
operating, with more than a dozen others close behind. Firms 
had paid others $1,000 per ton for surplus particulate reduc
tions and over $500 per ton for surplus hydrocarbon reduc
tions, even in the absence of formal banks. Over 90 bubbles 
were being developed for federal approval; these averaged 
$2 million in savings over the cost of conventional controls, 
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with many producing environmental improvements and 
energy benefits. EPA had approved 12 of these bubbles and 
proposed to approve about 6 more, with 30 others pending ap
proval after state endorsement. They (and their state rela
tions) included the following examples: 

• Narragansett Electric of Providence, Rhode Island, is 
burning high-sulfur domestic oil at one generating station 
and natural gas at another, in lieu of low-sulfur oil at both. 
The bubble reduces overall sulfur dioxide emissions by 10 
percent and ambient concentrations by 30 percent, while 
saving Narragansett and its customers over $3 million per 
year in imported oil. 

• Can-coating facilities are saving $107 million in capital 
costs and $28 million in annual operating costs under an 
approved bubble approach that lets them average plant
wide hydrocarbon emissions on a daily basis, instead of 
having to meet emission limits for each line throughout 
the day. The approach lets these plants avoid installation 
and operation of energy-intensive gas incinerators, pro
motes innovative low-solvent technology, and sets a prece· 
dent for other coating operations, such as those for ap 
pliances and wire. 

• 3M's Bristol, Pennsylvania, tape-coating plant will save 
$3 million capital and $2 million in annual operating costs 
under an approved bubble that uses innovative low
solvent and solventless technology on three lines in ex
change for not controlling seven others. The bubble will 
reduce net hydrocarbon emissions by about 10 percent 
more than the Pennsylvania SIP. 

• Arroco's Middletown, Ohio, steel plant will save $15 million 
capital and $3 million in annual operating costs 
through a bubble that allows it to control particulate emis
sions from ore piles, haul roads, and other open-dust 
sources in lieu of expensive conventional controls for cast-
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house emissions. Despite its location in a nonattainment 
area and the limits in the original Bubble Policy, Armco 
secured approval by installing open-dust controls and 
demonstrating that they would bring the area of its emis
sions' impact into attainment_ The bubble will improve air 
quality, eliminate six times as many emissions as conven
tional controls, and provide data that may make con
straints on future open-dust trades unnecessary_ Armco 
will save about $42 million in capital and $10 million in 
annual operating costs-almost 25 percent of the parent 
corporation's pretax profits-if pending applications are 
also approved for two other company sites_ 

K I. duPont's Chambers Works in Deepwater, New Jersey, 
will save about $10 million in capital plus several million 
dollars in operating costs by controlling hydrocarbon 
emissions to 99 percent at seven large stacks in lieu of 
state-required 85 percent control at several hundred 
vents, pumps, and seals. The bubble will improve air 
quality more than conventional controls and produce 
quicker compliance as well as easier enforcement, since 
only seven sources need be controlled and inspected . 

• Another New Jersey bubble would let Johnson & Johnson 
overcontrol a newer plant in exchange for not retrofiting a 
marginal older one several miles away, preserving a posi
tive cash flow and 150 jobs. 

• The same month as the transaction in the headnote, 
Borden Chemical used the Louisville bank to buy 25 tons 
of hydrocarbon reductions from B. F. Goodrich for $1,000 
per ton . Borden used the credits in a multiplant bubble 
that produced the same emission reductions as state
required methanol tank controls costing $5,800 per ton. 

However, attention had. already shifted to generic rules, 
which at least 15 areas -including Illinois, Oregon, Wiscon
sin, Massachusetts, Maryland, Pennsylvania, Maine, Ohio, 
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Michigan , Florida, Oklahoma, and the Los Angeles Basin
were developing. Many of these rules covered all pollutants 
and were at or through formal rule making; most included 
banking as well as bubble provisions. New J ersey had ex
tended its generic rule to allow multiplant trades and was 
predicting several dozen state approvals by early 1982. Two 
more regional conferences were scheduled for Dallas and 
Philadelphia before the end of the year. Major accounting 
and management consulting flrms were beginning to high
light descriptions of controlled trading opportunities in 
monthly bulletins to their clients. The agency had approved 
informal circulation of the draft Controlled Trading Policy 
Statement for comment by states, industry, and environmen
tal groups, and RRS was revising it for flnal agency review. 
Guidelines for regional audits of state actions under generic 
rules were also being developed, with strong emphasis on 
checks of approval procedures rather t han individual r esults. 
Air Programs had asked to assume day-to-day implementa
tion of controlled trading and had begun friendly negotia
tions on t hat point. Bubble and trading approaches were 
being actively explored for water pollution and mobile source 
regulation, and had led to preliminary marketable permits 
proposals for non-aerosol chlorofluorocarbons and asbestos 
(see 45 Federal Register 66726 [7 October 1980; CFCsi; 44 
Federal Register 60056 [17 October 1979; asbestos]). 

The Bubble Policy had forced the agency to face and re
solve larger program issues: to make modeling a decision tool 
r ather than a decision rule; to delegate more responsibility to 
the states; to conceive SIPs as collections of approved pro
cedures for developing or changing emission limits r ather 
than collections of flxed limits; to start becoming a manager 
who audited state programs instead of a regulator directly 
involved in every case. By the fall of 1981, the bubble was 
almost routinized within the agency, an a utomatic flrst re
sponse when difficult problems had to be resolved. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The bubble is not yet institutionalized, though the principal 
dangers now are conflicting perceptions within the new ad
ministration that (a ) it is solidly established and needs no 
more visible support, (b) it is a Democratic smoke screen to 
divert attention from the "real issues" of federal intrusion 
and overly stringent regulation, and (c) its effectiveness may 
undermine the administration 's program for revising the 
Clean Air Act. The ill-defined tension between "regulatory 
relief' (,vith overtones of deregulation) and "regulatory 
reform" has further muddied the outcome. But it seems fair 
to say that this, too, shall pass. For this trading approach is 
starting to produce real state delegation and very large sav
ings that the administration can accelerate and take gen
uine credit for ; and after all cost-ineffective regulations are 
adjusted, there will remain a large body of uniform rules 
whose inefficiencies can be reduced only through individual 
trades based on knowledge no centralized agency can afford 
to acquire. Moreover, industry knows-and is beginning to 
say-that imperfect but predictable administrative solu
tions are better than grand designs sought through an un
controllable legislative process. 

It also seems fair to say that controlled trading has made it 
possible to think about practical implementation of market
able permits for air pollution control. That possibility exists 
not just because threshold problems have been faced and 
multiplant bubbles have begun to convince industry that 
reliance on reductions produced by others may make solid fi
nancial sense; it also exists because only a few elements need 
be added to controlled trading to produce the functional 
equivalent of marketable permits. Once those elements are 
added, the only difference would be whether transferable re
quirements are created by reductions below a regulatory 
ba~eline or by allocations that start from some other point. 
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Here, as elsewhere, it is important to define the experi
ment to succeed rather than fail. Under either controlled 
trading or marketable permits, substantial government in
volvement will still be needed to assure accurate inventories 
and reduction assessments, define the commodity, prevent 
the same permits from being sold twice, deal with the non
linear relation of emissions to environmental effects, and 
bring buyers together with sellers. Hence the short-term goal 
cannot be an active free market. Especially where the com
modity is intangible, such markets do not spring up over
night; a hundred years ago the New York Stock Exchange 
consisted of men named Goldroan and Loeb walking Wall 
Street with bid tickets in the bands of their stovepipe hats. 
But the large savings, flexibility, and increased predictability 
provided by the bubble, banking, and related steps are 
nothing to be ashamed of. Indeed, these steps are building 
blocks that create both a foundation for and a momentum 
towards marketable permits, while allo\ving participants to 
stop and regroup at any point if the system becomes too 
stressed. 

Finally, it seems fair to say that the bubble experience pro
vides a good model for implementing other "substantive," 
incentive-based reforms that cut across whole programs or 
groups of regulations and are meant to change how industry 
complies and how much compliance costs. Whatever the 
regulatory system, any major substantive reform: 

• must start as a supplement, not a replacement. "Reform" 
threatens institutions that have reached an equilibrium 
and implies that the reformer knows their interests bet
ter. Existing attitudes and modes of doing business are 
supported by strongly felt beliefs that will not easily 
change, however inefficient they appear. The more am
bitious the reform, the more skepticism and resistance it 
will meet. The point, it would seem, is to start small but 
structure the reform to create an internal dynamic that 
will broaden it once it starts being used; 
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• must be easy to understand. Because of the "not invented 
here" syndrome and the inevitable resistance to new ap
proaches, any reform whose nature, purpose, and benefits 
cannot be clearly described in ten minutes is likely to be 
dismissed by key participants. Why change is needed and 
what it can do for each potential constituency must be 
plainly defined; sufficient safeguards to keep potential op
ponents neutral and allow implementation to begin must 
also be included; 

• must provide poten tial benefits large enouRh to outweigh its 
disruption costs to government entities and users. 
"Habitat," the Montreal World's Fair modular housing ex
hibit, was supposed to revolutionize home building 
because it cut housing costs 90 percent. Unfortunately, it 
cut only structural costs 90 percent; since structural costs 
were only 10 percent of total house costs , this was insuffi
cient to overcome local building codes and other inertiae. 
The Bubble Policy always offered large savings to indus
try, but it did not really start moving until removal of SIP 
revision burdens created both a large vocal constituency 
and large incentives for state agencies and EPA 
regional offices; 

• must provide regulated entities with more certainty than the 
current system. Benefits include certainty; potentially 
large savings accompanied by sharp decreases in predict
ability will be shunned. The problem is difficult, since 
regulatory innovation, like other innovation, tends to in ~ 

crease uncertainty for both the innovator and the innova
tion's users. It was solved for the bubble because the 
"moving target" nature of the·Clean Air Act created even 
more uncertainty, and controlled trading offered a way to 
reduce that uncertainty by using extra emission reduc
tions to meet future compliance requirements; 

• must be gotten out on the street to be used. As for individual 
regulations, optimality is a self-defeating goal. However 
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imperfect, it is much more important to get the reform out 
so it can start being used and individual applications can 
provide concrete vehicles for later rationalization; 

must be structured to produce quick real-world success 
stories. Legislatures, regulatory agencies, and industry 
tend to act more on anecdotes than on analytic data. 
Nothing succeeds like success; business is imitative and 
will quickly join a bandwagon if it sees competing firms or 
industries profiting. On the other hand, no one wants to be 
the first to volunteer. The first question asked will be: 
"Who is doing it?" If the reform remains just a nice idea, 
it will fail; 

• must not be loaded down with constraints aimed at achiev
ing other program goals. Reforms that offer large benefits 
to regulated industry create large temptations to channel 
those benefits into mandatory correction of other program 
defects. Early proposals to use the bubble to secure man
datory state operating-permit programs or require bubble 
savings to be used for more stringent control or faster 
compliance are good examples. Though some compromise 
is inevitable, these restrictions must be resisted. They run 
counter to the whole purpose of an incentives approach 
and make potential users feel they are being asked to cor
rect problems not of their making. If the program has 
defects, they should be faced directly; the reform must not 
be so burdensome that it cannot be easily used; 

• will inevitably evolve, since problems and opportunities 
for further change cannot be foreseen. This implies that 
more and more resources will be needed to track individ
ual applications, doument success stories, and make 
needed secondary changes as the reform moves from de
sign through implementation and redesign towards 
institutionalization; 

• must be backed by organizational change. Reorganization 
for its own sake is an exercise in turf-building. But limited 
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organizational change can send strong signals to the 
agency and outside constituencies that the reform effort is 
serious, and can place reformers in decision·making cen
ters that require other actors to respond; 

• must build a constituency within and outside an agency, 
both by involving program staff, regulated firms, and in
terest groups in the reform's design, and by making sure 
their concerns are responded to so that they will develop a 
stake in the outcome once initial design work is done; 

• must be developed with and transferred to the relevant pro
gram offices if it is to be institutionalized. Institutionaliza
tion means the reform becomes a normal part of program 
office thinking. Planning offices seldom have the 
resources for full-scale implementation of a major na
tional reform, and the reform must become embedded in 
the reactions of midlevel program managers and GS-9 
permit writers to survive . If the reform continues to be 
seen as a foreign body, a planning staff creature, over the 
long run it will wither and fail. 

Because a meaningful incentives approach means de
centralized decision making and more individual respon
sibility, it inevitably implies structural changes in the way 
regulations are applied and enforced. Successful reformers 
must develop an implementation strategy that deals ,vith 
those threats, contingencies -and opportunities-too. If the 
bubble experience is any guide, major reforms are a com
bination of grass-roots organizing and trench warfare; to 
succeed, they require tenacity, expanding resources, 
constituency building, intimate knowledge of messy program 
details, and constant vigilance. 
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1. Under the Clean Air Act (CAA) as .amended, EPA was eventually directed to set 

NSPS. reflecting "the degree of emission limitation and the percentage reduction 
achievable through the application of the best technological system of continuous emis
sion reduction which (taking into consideration .. . cost ... and any nonair quality 
health and environmental impact and energy requirements) the Administrator deter
mines has been adequately demonstrated" for major categories of new or altered in
dustrial facilities that increas~ emissions of regulated air pollutants above certain 
cutoff levels (CAA Section Ill. 42 U.S.C. 7411 (1979)) . EPA was also directed to set s till 
more stringent emission limits, through a preconstruction permit program, for major 
new "sources" seeking to commence operations in clean- 0 1' dirty-a ir areas. These were 
to reflect either Best Available Control Technology (BACf, for dean -air areas), defined 

as "the maxlmwn degree of reduction .. . which the permitting a uthority, on a case-by-
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case basis, taking inlo account energy, environmenta l, and economic impacts and 

other costs, determines is achievable . .. through application of production processes 

and available methods, systems, and techniques" .... <i.th applicable NSPS as minimum 

requirements; or Lowest Achievable ~'mission Rate (LAER, for dirty-air areas), defined 

as either "the most stringent emission limitation ... contained in the implementation 

plan of any State for such dass or category of source. unless the owner ... dem

onstrates that such limitations are not achievable. or the most stringent emission 

limitation ... achieved in practice by such class or category of source, whichever is 

more stringent" (CAA sect ions 160-69, 171131, 42 U.S.C. 7470-79, 7501l3J 11979]). 

The following passages generally refer to t he act as it existed after the 1977 amend

ments, since the changes were progressive and integral. 

2. Individual stack tests cost $5,000-$10,000, take 2 to 3 days, ond require substan

tial advance notice to perform. For an expanded version of t he points in this and the 
following paragraphs, see Drayton 1978. 

3. Two well·known examples include bicycle·safety regulations, drafted by the 
American bicycle industry for the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC1 , 

which would have excluded foreign ·made bicycles from thp domestic market; and 

safety ru1es for swimming pool slides, which conformed to the industry leader's produc· 

tion molds and allegedly drove domestic competitors from the field. See Cornell et aJ. 

1976, pp. 493-94; "Taking 8 Dive at the CPSC," Rpgulatum, July/Augus t 1981, p. 7. See 
also JACA 1975. 

4. See, e.g., Hahn and Noll 1981 (re marketable permits for 802 for the South Coast 

ILos Angelesl Air Quality Control District ); also statement of James Smith et aI., Phil· 

adelphia Air Management Services Division, to the Senate Committee on Environment 

and Public Works (2 June 1981; re emission fee /subsidy plan as alternative SIP for 

Philadelphia ). 

5. The principal arguments were that this bubble rested on difficult technical deter · 

minations that plant .... ide emissions had not increased, that it would allow plants to 

leave long·lived new facilities uncontrolled merely by closing old ones that would have 
shut anyway, and that it would reward polluters who had installed the least amount of 

control on existing facilities. 

6. The rationale for this compromise was that operators altering existing facilities 

needed more flexibility t ha n those constructing wholly new ones. 

7. The court partly relied on the "purpose" of NSPS to enh.an ce- air quality through 

the narrowest reasonable definition of "source": the more narrow the definition , the 

more "sources" would be subject to stringent control. This was dubious reli ance in light 

of the NSPS' primary intent to discourage fligh t of new industry to less.regulated 

areas-a purpose that did not apply to modifications. Morcover, since new facilities 

meeting NSPS would s till add emissions to the plant , the bubble appeared to ac

complish air quality enhancement more effectively than thcCQurt's disposition, at least 

over the short term. 

S. This lack of use was one of the major reasons citro by the agency's Office of 

General Counsel for the Solicitor General's refuJ>ul to seck review of ASARLU in the 

Supreme Court. Letter, Joan Z. Bernstein, General Counsel, EPA, to William D. 

Nordhaus, Member, Council of Economic Advisers !undated; week of 20 June 1978l. 

9. Emission Offset Interpretative Ruling, 41 Federal Register 55524 (21 December 

1976). The ruling required such sources to install LAER control technology, to obtain 
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more than enough reduct ions from existing emitters to offset their remaining emis

~ioru;;. and to meet several other conditions. Though it wosju~ti ficd within t hc agency 

as a way to compensate for states' inability or unwillingness to control existing sources 

more tightly, this ruling was EPA's fir st full-dress attempt to use market forces to ob

tain new emission controls. It represented a tacit admission that, at. least for existing 

sources, direct regulation alone was not enough. 

10. For similar reasons, the agency had grudgingly adopted a limited eligibility bub

ble, applicable only to modification!;, in regulations specifying control technology re

quirements for plants in clean-air (PSDl areas. See 43 Federal Register 26380, at 26394 

n9 June 1978). 

11. (Revised ) Emi ssion Offset Interpretative Ruling. 44 Federal Register 3274, at 

3276-77,3282 (16 January 1979). The critical condition was that approved SIPs had to 

demonstrate both attainment of ambient standards by December 1982, and reasonable 
further progress towards attainment (RFPJ, measured in annual incremental emission 

reductions, during the interim. 

12. The 1976 offset ruling had banned banking on the ground that "extra" reductions 

should accrue to the states to assure attainment "as expeditiously as practicable." ~ 

CAA Section llO(a )(2)( A). 42 U.S.C. 7410la )(2)(A) \19791. This confiscatory approach 

was bound to discourage better voluntary control by existing sources. The 1977 Clean 

Air Act amendments removed the legal basis for this confiscation approach and paved 

the way for the shift. See 44 Federal RI'gi.~ter at 3280. 

13. Memorandum, Joan Z. Bernstein, General ('...ounsel, EPA, to William Drayton, Jr., 

Assistant Administrator for Planning and Management (undv.ted). 

14. E.g., v. new suggested limitation that bubbles not result in increased concentra · 
tiolls of the bubbled pollutant, rather than not create or aggravate any ambient viola

t ion. Since a bubble shift.s emis.<;ions to t he most cost·effect ive control locations, it will 

by definitIOn produce some increase in ambient concentrations somewhere, unless the 

emission plumes from the bubbled points precisely overlap, 

15. Letter, Richard Ayres a nd Frances Dubrowski , Natural Resources Defense Coun

ci l (NRDC l, to James Kamihachi. Economic Analysis Division, EPA l22 September 

1978). See also NRDC, "Comments on Proposed 'Bubble Policy'" 1I5 March 1979), 

16. See ;'Guidance on r..lodeling Involving Point or Process Sources." :r..'lemorandum 

from Walter C. Barber, Director, Office of Alr Quality Planning and Standards, to 

David Kee, Director, Air and Hazardous Materials Division, EPA Region V, 19 J anuary 
1981. "-

17. The bloc k here was a policy consideration. If states gave bubble credit fo r surplus 

reductions from existing sources that would later have to be controlled to Reasonably 

Available Control Technology (RACf) levels under approved SIPs, relied,upon reduc

tions from those sources might be undermined, since they would already have been 

controlled to allow emission increase~ elsewhere. Especially for major sources with 

local political power, i t might be dlfficult for state agencies to "revisit" these approved 

trades and require them to be undone, The solution was yet another compromise. Large 

plants could agree to a RACT baseline, below which furt her reductions could be credo 

ited towards bubbles. Smaller plants could elect either actual emissions or RACT-Ievel 

emissions as their baselines, and if they chose RAl'T they would be granted a five -year 

federal immunity from further SIP requirements. 



384 Notes 

18. See EPA press releases of 16 January 1981, entitled "EPA Announces Major 

Changes in Bubble Policy" and "Detailed Statempnl on Bubble Policy Changes." 

19. See, e.g., " How to Limit the Rising Costs of Stricter Regul at ion," Chl'mica/ Week, 

21 January 1981, pp. 36-40; Shabecoff 1981; Hamilton 1981; Hagerty 1981; Smith 
1981, pp. 796-98; Mosher 1981. p. 362; Ryan 1981, pp. 8 - 9; "Cutting Red Tape in Emis 
sion Rules," Business Week, 4 May 1981, pp. 62F-62H; Alexander 1981, pp. 234-54; 

Tucker 1981, pp. 31-38; Pasztor 1981. p. 29 Drayton 1981, pp. 38-52: Raufer et al . 

1981. pp. 839- 45; "Putting the 'Bubble' Control of Pollution to the Test," Chemical 

Week, 9 September 1981, pp. 22-24. 
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